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b Buffer power of the element In soli,
dimensionless
_3BD Soil bulk density, g cm
C^ Concentration in the soil solution, mM
C, . Initial concentration of the element in soil
solution, mM
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Cmin Minimum ion concentration were influx = 0, pM
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xii
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ABSTRACT
The Barber and Cushman (1981) mechanistic model o£ 
element uptake by plants was used to help elucidate the 
mechanisms that govern the movement o£ S in soils and S 
uptake by plants. Sulfur uptake predicted by the model was 
compared to measured S uptake by 'Stoneville 825' cotton 
' (Gossyplum hlrsutum L.), 'Centenial' soybean (Glycine max 
L. Merr.). and 'Coker 916' wheat (Trltlcum aestlvum L.) 
grown on Gallion very fine sandy loam (Typic Hapludalf), 
Mhoon silty clay loam (Typic Fluvaquent), and Norwood silt 
loam (Typic udlfluvent) under glasshouse conditions.
Predicted S uptake by the model was significantly 
correlated with observed uptake. However, the model 
overpredicted S uptake by all crops on all soils by at 
least 3 times and up to 21 times. Better agreement between 
observed and predicted S uptake could be achieved by 
decreasing the influx maximum (lm=v) values obtained fromIuoi X
solution culture experiments. The measured in
solution cultures may not be valid for soil studies or the
assumption made by the model that Imax is the same
irregardless of plant age may not be appropriate for roots
in soil. If the current model is otherwise valid, I ...max
appropriate to soils could be fit directly to the uptake
xiv
data. An alternate explanation of S uptake overprediction 
13 that uptake Is controlled by a feedback mechanism that 
can turn off S uptake when the S requirement of the plant 
has been met. such a mechanism Is not accounted for by the 
current model. A modification of the model to account for 
a possible shutdown mechanism should be considered.
As implemented, the model indicated that the main 
mechanism for s transport to the roots was with water 
flux. The concentration of S in soil solution appears to 
be the best index for S availability. The present model 
does not consider all possible sources of plant s . In 
addition to the buffer power of the soil, other sources of 
S including dry and wet deposition and the mineralization 
of soil organic matter need to be quantified, if a good 
estimation of S supply through the growing season is to be 
achieved.
INTRODUCTION
The Sulphur Institute (1982) reported an increase in 
S deficiencies in plants in the USA and world.
Deficiencies have been found in Louisiana by Gravois and 
Golden (1984) and Bonner et al. (1984). Soil tests for S 
have not been as successful as those for other nutrients 
in predicting deficiencies. Bonner et al. (1984) reported 
that there is no adequate S soil test for predicting yield 
responses to applications of S. Rasmussen and Kresge 
(1986) reported the lack of a highly definitive soil test 
for S. Hoeft and Fox (1986) reported that there are still 
many problems associated with making an accurate 
prediction of S needs. These authors concluded that 
additional research is needed to further elucidate those 
factors associated with S deficiency in plants. Research 
in the area of soil-plant interaction is needed to 
elucidate the factors that govern S movement in soils and 
uptake by plants.
Silberbush and Barber (1983 and 1984) used the Barber 
and Cushman (1981) mechanistic model to study the uptake 
of potassium (K) and phosphorous (P) by soybean plants. 
Modeling S uptake can help elucidate the mechanisms that 
govern uptake by plants.
The objective of this study was to use the Barber and 
Cushman mechanistic model to predict the uptake of S by
1
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cotton, soybean, and wheat grown in three alluvial soils 
of Louisiana under glasshouse conditions.
The model is composed of parameters that describe:
1) the transport of the ion to the root surface:
a) soil nutrient supply parameters:
I) the initial concentration of the 
element in soil solution (C^, mM).
II) buffer power of the element in
soil (b, dimensionless).
iii) the effective diffusion
2 -1coefficient (De, cm sec ).
b) flux of water into the root (VQ,
-1,cm sec ).
2) the plant root surface:
a) initial root length (LQ, cm).
b) mean root radius (rQ, cm).
c) mean root competition (r.̂ , cm).
d) root growth constant (k, cm sec 1).
3) the influx of the ion into the plant root:
-2 -1a) influx maximum nmol m sec ).lUdX
b) Michaelis-Menten kinetics constant (Km, 
)iM).
c) minimum ion concentration were Influx
<in> - 0 « w  i*"’-
4) time (t, sec).
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The Barber and Cushman mechanistic model describes 
the movement o£ elements and uptake by plants. The model 
is applied to one element at a time, but it can be used 
for different elements. The model is derived on the basis 
of movement of an ion to the surface of a root cylinder 
with radial geometry and its flux into the cylinder. This 
radial geometry is based on coaxial system coordinates 
where the root radius (Inside cylinder) has the same axes 
as the root competition (outside cylinder). The root is 
assumed to be a perfect cylinder, with a radius (rQ), 
initial root length (LQ), and a rate of growth (k). The 
system is based on two boundary conditions. The inner 
boundary condition is at the root surface at rQ from the 
axis of the root and the outer boundary condition is at r1 
where root competition is occurring (the middle point 
between two root axes). The influx at the inner boundary 
condition is calculated from Michaelis-Menten kinetics 
(I , Km, and Cmln). This influx at rQ will depend on the 
radial movement of the element to the root surface.
The concentration of the element at the root surface 
and its change with time and radial distance, r, from the 
root axis can be calculated with the continuity equation. 
This equation is solved with partial derivatives since the
3
concentration from the root axis changes with distance and 
time. The components of this equation are convective mass 
flow, which is estimated from the amount of water that 
moves inside the root (VQ) and the diffusion of water to 
the root surface.
The model assumed competition between roots at the
outside boundary condition. The flux of the ion at the
outside cylinder around the root is zero. The rQ is the
radius of the inside cylinder and is the radius of the
outside cylinder. The volume of the outside cylinder is Vfc
(total volume of the soil). Using the relation =
2uLp(r^p) (Lp and root length and competition,
respectively, at each sampling period), all the soil mass 
is distributed around the root cylinder. This is why flux 
of the ion at is zero, since all the soil mass is 
distributed around the root axis.
The influx at rQ is expressed in root surface area. 
The model calculates the initial root surface area, then 
calculates a new surface area on the basis of k, and gives 
Influx over this area at time intervals until the final 
surface area at the final time is calculated. The uptake 
over all intervals is summed to give the total uptake.
Development of the Model
Development of the model can be followed In more 
details In Barber and Cushman (1981) and Barber (1984, p. 
115-118)'.
The movement of nutrients to the root Is described by 
equation 1.
J = D NC + V C. r e <£_s o 1
6r
where:
J = flux to the root
D = effective diffusion coefficient
C® = concentration in the soil
r = radial distance
V = Water flux
= concentration in the soil solution
Taking into account conservation of mass, and knowing 
that as the radial distance decreases the area as r 
decreases, then
t>2nrJr = £)2itr
Adding equations 1 and 2 gives
6(rDee>Cs/6r + rv^) = r6cg
-6 - - —  -
. The buffer power can be used to relate C to C, (b=6cs/6<v
Therefore,
where
r = root radius o
Equation 4 can be simplified to
f^l - 1 b h  De ^ 1  * W l ,  (5)
d t  r d  r \  c>r b
Equation 5 needs an Initial condition (C1- = ClQ at 
t = 0) and two boundary conditions.
The Inner boundary condition Is at the root surface
at r = r .o
at r = r t > 0 o
X"1 + <C1 - W
where
I = Influx maximum
Km x = Mlchaelis-Menten constant
C , = concentration where Influx Is zerom m
Substituting equation 1 by Jr and using the relation 
between b and C , we get equation 75
at r = rQ t > 0
Debi>? 1 + VoCl - " m a x . ^ l . I . W  
Sr Km * (Cl - cmln)
(7)
The outer boundary condition Is at r = rlf t > 0, 
where Jr = 0.
Initial uptake can be expressed as
*tm
T = 2itr L ( r  . S) Os (8)■ s ) b s
where
T = predicted total uptake at time tm 
= initial root length 
= root surface area
Jr(rQ, S) = influx at root surface S
Total nutrient uptake by plants growing in soils can 
be calculated by
£>t
where &f/&t = root growth rate 
The model derivation is based on 11 assumptions 
needed to maintain the mathematics and computer 
programming simple and short.
Assumptions
1- The soil is homogeneous and isotropic.
This is necessary to guarantee the independence of
4
locations of the various soil characteristics Involved in 
determining VQ, De, and other parameters. This assumption 
is not true in field experiments. Bulk density, soil 
texture, and other properties may change spatially and 
influence the soil parameters. The assumption holds better 
for glasshouse pots.
2- Moisture conditions are maintained constant and 
near field capacity.
(9)
This simplifies nutrient transport toward the root 
axis. Soil water status can be better controlled in the 
glasshouse than in the field. The assumption Is better for 
glasshouse pots, but when water Is added to the pots it 
creates a downward flow. Permeability at the pot-soil 
interface may be faster than through the soil.
3- Nutrient uptake only occurs from the soil 
solution at the root surface and it is not affected by 
production or depletion due to microbial activity or root 
exudates.
These assumptions simplify the flux to the inside of 
the root. Microorganisms at the root surface normally do 
interact with nutrients and influence C^, CO2/ pH, 
mineralization of organic matter, and s concentrations. 
Exudates from the root influence the chemical and 
microbiological environment. Hyphae or mycorrhlza may 
increase the uptake of nutrients. Chemical reactions 
between ions may influence the availability of an Ion. 
Assumption three Is probably not completely true under any 
condition.
4- Nutrients are transported toward the root 
surface by diffusion and mass flow only In a radial 
direction. Diffusion takes place only in the soil 
solution.
Root interception is a mechanism by which plants 
contact ions bound to soil particles (Mengel and Kirkby,
1982, p. 64-65). This mechanism Is not stated as a 
parameter In the model, but the root growth constant will 
take Into account growth o£ the root through the soli. 
Particle diffusion also occurs In the soli.
5- Michaells-Menten kinetics describe the Influx of 
the nutrient as a function of concentration at the root 
surface. The Influx Is not affected by the rate of water 
absorption.
The model assumes single-phase Michaells-Menten 
kinetics. Mengel and Kirkby (1982, p. 140) reported that a 
blphasic Michaells-Menten mechanism is widely accepted. 
This blphasic theory of nutrient absorption Is composed of 
mechanism at low and high concentration. The low 
concentration phase is usually at less than 1 mM (Barber, 
1984, p. 69). Soil solution S concentrations are generally 
around 1 mM (Mengel and Kirkby, 1982, p. 71). Assumption 
five is reasonable since the level of soil solution S in 
soils is close to 1 mM. Water uptake may have an effect on 
apoplastic movement.
6- The effective diffusion coefficient is not 
affected by mass flow.
This assumption simplifies the transport process, but 
is not realistic, since both diffusion and mass flow occur 
at the same time.
7- The effective diffusion coefficient and buffer 
power are Independent of concentration.
The seventh assumption Is necessary to linearize the 
nutrient-transport equation. The D0 and b depend on 
but do not vary greatly over the concentration range of 
interest, independence of Dg and b from is probably 
acceptable.
8- Element concentration in the soil and solution 
are linearly related over the range of interest.
This is a consequence of assumption seven and is an 
acceptable assumption.
9- The Influx parameters are not affected by plant
age.
This Is necessary to simplify the influx equation. 
Parameters may not change over the growing period studied, 
but they may change over the entire growing season 
(Barber, 1984, p. 187).
10- The roots are assumed to be smooth cylinders of 
constant radius with no root hairs.
This is not true, but necessary to ensure a radially 
symmetric problem.
11- The convective components of flux are not 
affected by nutrient concentration.
This assumption is needed to allow for independent 
nutrient- and molsture-flux mechanisms.
These assumptions simplify the mathematics and 
computation time. They were proven as sufficient and not
essential assumptions for the verification of the model 




The Cushman and Barber model describes the movement 
of an Ion from soil solution to the root surface and 
Influx Into the root. Soli nutrient supply, water flux, 
root surface area, nutrient influx parameters, and a time 
variable are the parameters needed to calculate predicted 
S uptake.
Soil Nutrient Supply and Water Flux
The initial concentration of S In the soli solution
( C } 1 M ) ,  the buffer power of S In the soil (b,
dlmenslonless), the effective diffusion coefficient (De,
2 -1 -1 Cm sec ), and water flux (VQ, cm sec ) describe the
movement of the Ion to the root surface.
The Initial concentration of S In the soil solution
(C-^) Is affected by a number of factors. Burns (1967)
_2reported that SC>4 is the most important S ion that 
plants absorb and Is the dominant species in well aerated 
soils. Temperature, moisture, aeration, microorganisms, 
pH, organic matter, and other factors Influence the 
sulfate pool in soils.
1 2
Buffer power (b) is the capacity that a soil has to
replenish an ion as it is removed from solution. Chao et
al. (1962) reported that S adsorption in soils is affected
by the properties of each soil. Large amounts of hydrous
iron and aluminum oxides, exchangeable aluminum and
amorphous materials such as allophane in soils increase
- 2the adsorption capacity of soils for S04
Barber (1962) reported that diffusion of an ion
toward the root surface could be an important mechanism
when all the requirements were not satisfied by water
flux. Warncke and Barber (1972a, b, and c) reported that
an increase in moisture increased the De of an ion in the
soil due to a decrease in tortuosity. Bulk density, water
content, and Interaction of the ion with the soil
influence D .e
Water flux brings ions in solution to the root 
surface. The amount of ions moved depends on the 
concentration of ions in solution and the amount of water 
used by the plant, which is affected by environmental and 
genetic conditions. The amount of water used, t,he 
concentration in solution, and the capacity for 
replenishing the solution play an important role in the 
availability of a nutrient. Barber (1962) reported that if 
the rate of absorption is less than the rate of movement 
toward the root, accumulation at the root surface occurs. 
Barber et al. (1963) showed by autoradiography the
35accumulation o£ s around a corn root. Malzer and Barber 
(1975) found precipitation of CaS04 and SrS04 at corn root 
surfaces when supply by mass flow exceeded uptake. If the 
rate of movement is slower than the rate of uptake, a 
depletion zone occurs around the root.
Water flux carries more nutrients to the root surface 
at higher Solution concentrations are maintained at
levels closer to the initial concentration in soils with a 
greater replenishment capacity, sulfur pools in soils are 
affected by dry and wet deposition, organic matter 
mineralization, and other factors.
Root Surface
The root surface parameters are initial root length
(L , cm), mean root radius (r cm), mean radial distance o o
from the root (r-jy cm), and root growth rate constant (k, 
cm sec 1). The model estimates the amount of uptake per 
root surface area and assumes a constant influx through 
the whole area; thus the greater the surface area, the 
greater the S uptake.
Ballgar et al. (1975) reported that root anatomy was 
altered at high bulk densities. Cell wall thickening 
Increased in xylem vessels and in the casparian strip, and 
cells did not elongate as much as they expanded at higher 
bulk densities.
Peterson and Barber (1981) studied the effect of root 
morphology on influx parameters. Soybeans were grown in 
solution cultures and in sand pots. Roots were separated 
from sand by washing one day before a depletion experiment 
in solution cultures. Soybean plants in the sand pots had
a higher rQ than those grown in solution cultures. They
\found a greater I for K in the plants that were grownmax
-2 -1 -2 -1 in sand, 71 nmol m sec in sand and 46 nmol m sec
in solution. Values for Km and Cmln in the sand pot
experiment were the same as those in the solution culture
experiment, cortical cells were shorter and had a larger
diameter when produced in sand. When r and l„„ from the r o max
sand culture were used in the model, the predicted uptake 
was increased by 63 %, which resulted in an overprediction 
by the model.
Influx
-2Influx parameters are: influx maximum (Imaxr nmol m 
sec -1), Michaells-Menten constant (Km, HM), and 
concentration at which Influx is zero MM).
The concentration at the root surface influences the 
rate at which ions are absorbed. This process of nutrient 
uptake has been described as a carrier-mediated transport 
of an ion across a membrane (Jacobson and Overstreet,
1947, and Epstein and Hagen, 1951). The kinetics of this
carrier-mediated transport process was described using 
Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
Rajan (1964) working with sunflower plants found that 
S uptake was an active process. He reported that as 
transpiration increased, transport of S into the shoot 
increased. He proposed that this was due to an increase in 
active transport to the Xylem. cacco et al. (1977) found 
that sulfate uptake and ATP-Sulfurylase activity had a 
close similarity when they are plotted against root 
length.
Jensen and Konig (1982) suggested a feedback 
mechanism between roots and shoots that regulates S 
translocation to the shoot. Smith and Cheema (1985) 
studied s uptake by intact and excised roots, intact roots 
absorbed more S than excised roots. Absorption by plants 
kept in the dark and excised roots was not different and 
it was Increased 10 % by the addition of sucrose.
Transport of S to the leaves was almost totally light 
dependent and not affected by the addition of sucrose.
They concluded that the transpiration stream was the most 
important mechanism for S translocation to the shoots.
The parameter was affected by concentration in
shoots (Claassen and Barber, 1976), age (Edwards and 
Barber, 1976), medium of growth (Peterson and Barber, 
1981), and starvation time (Drew et al., 1984).
Shock and Williams (1984) studied the kinetics of S
uptake by subclover.(Trlfollum subterraneum L .). filaree
(Erodium botry3 (Cav) Bertol) and softchess (Bromus mollis
L.) with a depletion technique. They found a blphasic S
uptake mechanism for soft chess. The values found for I_max
were 3,700, 940, and 360 nmol g  ̂hr  ̂for subclover,
filaree, and softchess, respectively. The Km values where
5.4 pM for filare, 28 pM for subclover and 1 pM for soft
chess. For soft chess the values of I and Km for themax
second mechanism at high S concentrations were 6300 nmol 
g * hr  ̂and 94 pM, respectively.
Barber and Cushman Model
Claassen and Barber (1976) developed a model to 
describe K uptake by corn grown in a growth chamber. The 
Barber and Cushman model (1981) was an improved version 
that accounted for competition between roots, claassen and 
Barber (1976) validated the original model for K uptake by
corn (Zea Mays L.). They found a linear relationship (y =
20.155 (mmol/pot) + 1.566 (mmol/pot) x, r =0.87) between 
predicted and observed K uptake. Nielsen and Barber (1978) 
and Schenk and Barber (1979) validated the model for P 
uptake by corn grown in the field and growth chamber, 
respectively. The relationships between predicted and 
observed P uptake found by Nielsen and Barber were y =
0.27 + 1.38 x (r2= 0.90) for a period of 22 to 38 days and
y = 0.45 + 0.64 x (r =0.98) for a period of 22 to 51 days.
Schenk and Barber found a relationship of y = 27.3 
Umol/pot + 1.09 ^mol/pot x (r=0.93).
Sllberbush and Barber (1983) verified the Barber and 
Cushman model for prediction of P and K uptake by soybeans 
under growth chamber conditions. Predicted P uptake was 
related to observed P uptake by y = - 0.06 (mmols/pot) +
1.08 (mmols/pot) x, r = 0.96. This relationship was for 
three soybeans varieties grown on two soils. For K the 
relationship between predicted and observed uptake for the 
Chalmers soil was y = - 0.43 (mmols/pot) + 0.95 
(mmols/pot) x, r = 0.95 and for the Raub soil was y = -
0.84 (mmols/pot) + 1.53 (mmols/pot) x.
sllberbush and Barber (1984) evaluated the model in 
the field for P and K uptake by soybeans. Predicted uptake 
by five soybean cultlvars was ± 10 % of the observed K 
uptake. Phosphorous uptake was reasonably well predicted 
for the high P Chalmers soli, but under predicted for the 
low P Raub soli.
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
To obtain the model parameters the studies were 
conducted in four phases:
Phase I: The soil nutrient supply parameters: D0,
b, and C-^ were determined in the laboratory.
Phase II: The water flux (VQ) and plant root surface
parameters (LQ, rQ, r ^  and k) were measured In the
glasshouse. The observed S uptake was also measured in the 
glasshouse.
Phase III: The plant Influx parameters: Imax, Km, and 
Cmin were measured under growth chamber conditions using 
solution cultures.
Phase IV: The accuracy of the model was evaluated
using the data from Phases I, II, and III. A correlation 
was made between predicted S uptake by the model and 
observed S uptake by the plants. The relative importance 
of each of the model parameters was determined by varying 
the parameter values and observing the effect of each 
change on the predicted uptake.
Phase I
Soil Properties
Three Louisiana alluvial soils were used in the
experiment: Gallion very fine sandy loam (Typic Hapludalf) 
from Ouachita River alluvium, Mhoon silty clay loam (Typic 
Fluvaquent) from Mississippi River alluvium, and a Norwood 
silt loam (Typic Udifluvent) from Red River alluvium. 
Samples were collected from the top six Inches of each 
soil, air dried, and passed through a six mm sieve.
Phosphorous was extracted from 2.5 g of soil with 50 
ml of 0.03 M NH^F + 0.1 M HCl solution. The samples were 
shaken for 15 min, filtered and P in the extracts was 
determined by an autoanalyzer (Table 1). Potassium, Mg, 
and Ca were extracted from 2.5 g of soil with 25 ml of pH 
7, 1 M NH4OAc solution. The samples were shaken for 15 
min, filtered, and the extracts were analyzed for K, Mg, 
and Ca by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. A 1:1 
slurry of soil and distilled water was used for pH 
measurements. After 2 hr of equilibration, pH was 
measured with a pH meter and combination electrode.
Organic matter was determined by an acld-dlchromate 
oxidation method. One gram of soil was mixed with 10 ml of 
1 N K2Cr207, 20 ml of concentrate H2S04, and 90 ml 
deionized H20. After 16 hr the absorbance of reduced Cr 
was measured with a dip-probe colorimeter.
Sulfur in Soil
Sorbed S was extracted with 25 ml of 0.5 M NH^OAc +
Table 1. Certain chemical properties of soil samples used 




- .,*-1 Mg Ca pH OM%
Mhoon 28 101 262 470 2159 5.8 1.38
Norwood 101 207 71 321 3265 6.5 0.59
Gallion 13 173 177 160 518 4.3 0.85
1 Sorbed S in soil 
OH Organic matter
0.25 M HO Ac solution. Ten grains of soil were shaken for 30 
min, filtered, and S in solution was determined by 
inductively Coupled Plaza Emission spectrophotometry 
(ICPES). Soluble S was extracted from the soils with 
deionized water. Twenty grams (dry weight basis) of 
field-moist soil were added to a 50-ml centrifuge tube. 
Deionized water was added to the soil until a 1:1 (w/w) 
soil/water ratio was obtained. The samples were mixed with 
a vortex mixer and shaken for 24 hr. After shaking, 0.3 ml 
of 0.5 M Mgcl2 was added, the samples were centrifuged for 
30 min at 12,000 rpm and filtered. Sulfur in solution was 
determined by ICPES. The concentration of soil solution S 
at the water content used in the glasshouse experiment 
were assumed to be the same as those determined from the 
1:1 (w/w) water extraction.
Buffer Power






-3Soil bulk density (g cm ) in the pots 
amount of S sorbed (ng g *)
6 Water content (v/v) in the pots 
S concentration in soil solution (Hg ml )̂
Diffusion Experiment
Diffusion was measured with the method used by
35Warncke and Barber (1972a). The soli was labeled with S.
A strongly basic anion exchange resin (Dowex-1, chloride
35form) was used as a sink for the diffusible S. A
membrane filter was put between the soil and the resin.
The same water content and bulk density used for the pots
in the glasshouse experiment were used for the diffusion
35experiment. Radioactive S was determined by liquid
scintillation spectrometry. Equation 11 was used to
calculated D .e
De = Mt2 n / 4 CQ2 t (ID
where
Mfc = total amount of radiolabeled ion that diffuses
to the sink in time t
C = Initial uniform concentration of radiolabeled o
Ion in the soil
Phase II
Glasshouse Experiments
Nine completely randomized experiments were conducted 
under glasshouse conditions. The soils were placed In
plastic bags inserted into 1-L cardboard containers and 
packed in increments of 7.5 cm to a depth of 15 cm.
Surface layers were loosened between increments to 
minimize compaction. The bulk density used was 1.35 g 
cm"3. Soil moisture was maintained near field capacity, 20 
% (w/w) for the Gallion and Norwood soils and 30 % (w/w) 
for the Mhoon soil.
'Stoneville 825' cotton, 'Centenial' soybean, and 
•Coker 916' wheat seeds were washed with a 3 % peroxide 
solution for 15 min, washed with water, and germinated (3 
days) in an incubator at 25 °C. Five seedlings were 
transplanted on February 20, 1986 to the Gallion soil and 
on May 1, 1986 to the Mhoon and Norwood soils. The pots 
were thinned to two plants per pot before the first 
harvest. Acid washed sand was applied to the surface of 
the pots to reduce evaporation. Fertilizer was applied to 
the pots at a rate of 44, 44, 56, and 63 mg Kg 1 for N, P, 
K, and Ca (as soluble Ca(N03)2~4H20 and KH2P04). Sulfur 
was applied at a rate of 24 mg Kg 1 in the fertilizer 
treatments (as soluble Na2S04). Plants were 4 days old on 
the Gallion soil and 6 days old on the Mhoon and Norwood 
soils when fertilized.
Water Flux
The water lost by evapotranspiration in each
experiment was measured daily. Four pots were weighed 
daily for the control and S fertilized treatments. Mean 
water used per pot was calculated. The water lost by 
evaporation in each experiment was measured daily by 
weighing two pots without plants. Soil moisture was kept 
close to field capacity. Water was added twice a day to 
the pots after 30 days on the Mhoon and Norwood and after 
35 days on the Gallion soils. Water flux was calculated 
with equation 12 (Schenk and Barber, 1979).
Vo = [ w (In S2 - In SI) ]
  (12)
[ (t2-tl) (S2-S1)]
3w = cm of water used per pot.
t = time, sec.
S = root surface area at time tl and t2.
Water used was the amount of water lost by 
transpiration up to the day the plants were harvested.
Observed S Uptake 1
Plants were harvested at dawn. At each harvest time, 
two pots were collected at random from the control and 
fertilizer treatments. Shoots were cut at the soil
surface, weighed, dried in an oven for 48 hr at 60 °C, and 
weighed again, small samples were ground by hand with a 
mortar and pestle; larger samples were ground in a 
stainless steel mill. If there was more than 2 g of dry 
material, the sample was mixed and at random, dry material 
was weighed until 2.000 g was collected. For samples 
smaller than 2.0 g of material, the whole sample was 
weighed. Samples were dry-ashed for 16 to 20 hr at 450 °C 
in a muffle oven, digested in 6 N HCl, filtered (Whatman # 
42) and diluted to a 25 ml volume, sulfur was analyzed by 
ICPES.
Root Surface Area
Washing Roots From Soil
After shoots were removed, pots containing the roots 
were frozen at 0 °C until soil could be washed with tap 
water to collect the roots. The Mhoon samples were placed 
in 25 g L * sodium hexamethaphosphate solution for 12 to 
16 hr as a pretreatment in order to facilitate the 
dispersion of the clay. A double screen system was used to 
collect the roots. A 1680 screen was put on top of a 
500 Hm screen. The samples were put on top of the screens 
and the soil was washed from the roots. The mass of root 
and trash from both screens was transferred to a 400 ml
Nalgene beaker with water and stored in a refrigerator at 
3 °C. Trash was removed from all samples within 24 to 36 
hr after washing and fresh root weight was determined. 
After weighing, the roots were stored at 3 °C in a 1:1 
(v/v) ethanol-distilled water solution. Roots were 
subsampled with an area method (Goubran and Richards, 
1979), except the area was divided into four equal 
sections. The entire root mass was measured for the first 
two harvests then subsampled starting with the third 
harvest. After subsampling, the roots were ready for root 
length measurements.
Root Length
An area meter (Delta-T Devices) was used to measure 
root length. The procedure u|ted to calibrate the meter was 
similar to the one used by Amacher et al. (1985), but the 
background used was fluorescent light from a light box.
The meter was calibrated for a 14 x 14 cm viewing area 
created with silicone caulk on a transparency. This 
facilitated the spreading of the roots and created a dark 
image on the monitor. The meter was calibrated with red 
sewing thread 0.3 mm in diameter, similar in color to the 
dyed roots. Sewing thread was cut to a known length. Each 
sample was then cut into smaller pieces of around 2.5 cm 
in length and randomly placed in the area under the meter.
After obtaining a reading, the sample was rotated 90 
degrees and a new reading collected. The sum of both 
readings was used for the total number of interceptions. A 
calibration was then obtained (Table 2) for the sewing 
thread.
Root samples were dyed with a basic fuchin solution 
(8.33 g L-1 ethanol). Seven to 14 drops of the dye 
solution were applied to the petri dish containing the 
roots, depending on the quantity of root mass. Total 
number of intercepts on the roots samples were collected 
with the meter and converted to root length with the 
equation in Table 2.
Mean Root Radius
Root radius at each sampling time was determined as 
after Hallmark and Barber (1984). sampling for the initial 
root length was not used to calculate the mean root radius
through the growing period. The mean root radius was
calculated as follows:
rop - <v / " V 0'5 (13>
where
rQp = Root radius for sampling period, cm
3V = Root volume, cm
Lp = Root length for sampling period, cm
Table 2. Calibration of the root length meter.
Length of Total number





















it of intercepts = 6.7354 + 4.1079 (length, cml -
0.0031369 (length , cnT)












14 x 14 cm 
0.3 mm 
red
Light box with fluorescent lights under 
the transparent
50.8 cm above the area meter (the light 




65 ml on the transparency 





= Mean root radius, cmo
n = Sampling period
Mean Root Competition
Root competition for each sampling period was 
calculated as indicated by Shenck and Barber (1979). The 
mean root competition for the growing period was
calculated excluding the initial sampling period for
\




r = Root competition for sampling period, cm
3= Total volume of the pot, cm




^  = Mean root competition, cm
n = Sampling period
Initial Root Length
Pots were sampled at 8 days to measure initial root 
length (L ),
Root Growth Rate
Root growth rate was calculated using a simple linear 
model over the entire growing period including the initial 
root length:
Lq = Lp + kt (17)
Lq = Initial root length, cm
Lp = Root length at each harvested growing period, 
cm
k = Root growth constant, cm sec 1 
t = Time of growth, sec
Shoot and Root Water Content
Shoot and root water content were calculated as 
follows:
% water dry weight
content =  x 100 (18)
fresh weight
Estimated S Transport to the Root bv Water use
The S transport to the root was estimated as 
indicated by Oliver and Barber (1966 a and b). Water use 
was multiplied by the initial concentration of the ion in 
solution (Cj^)*
Initial Amount of Soluble and Sorbed S In the Soil
The initial amount of soluble S was obtained by 
multiplying the amount of water in the pot by Cj^. Sorbed 
S on soil was calculated by multiplying the C by the5
amount of soil in the pot.
Uptake From Initial S in Solution






Total uptake of 
S (last harvested day)





•stoneville 213' cotton, 'Centenial' soybean, and 
'Coker 916' wheat seeds were cleaned and germinated in an 
incubator for three days as discussed in phase two. Wheat 
seeds were germinated for five days and cotton and 
soybeans for six days. Nine seedlings were transplanted 
into each of a series of 2.5 L plastic beakers containing 
nutrient solution (Table 3) and placed in a controlled 
environment chamber. The temperatures used were 20 and 14 
°C, for day and night temperatures for wheat, and 29, and 
16 °C, for cotton and soybean. Nutrient solution in each 
beaker was aerated using an aquarium pump, changed twice a 
week, and supplemented every day to compensate for the 
loss of water by evaporation.
The depletion method of Classen and Barber (1974) was 
used to study the uptake kinetics of S. The nutrient 
solutions were sampled at different times to determine the 
influx parameters. Two pots were sampled for each 
treatment. The plants were placed in a 20 )IH S nutrient 
solution containing the nutrient concentrations listed in 
Table 3. After 24 hr, the plants were placed in beakers 
containing a new nutrient solution with









K + 1.5 mM
ca2 + 2 mM
Mg2 + 1 mM
so 2"4 1 mM
Fe-DTPA* 75 MM
Mn2 + 10 |JIM
Zn2 + 1 MM




pH was adjusted to pH 7 with Ca(OH)2.
* diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid
35a s concentration of 21 HM labeled with s.  The solution 
was aerated to ensure good mixing and sampled with a 
metering pump and fraction collector at a rate of 0.5 ml 
min 1 for a 24 hr period. Distilled water was added at the 
same rate that the solution was sampled. Correction was 
made for the amount of S removed in the sampling process. 
Cotton Influx parameters were measured at 20, 26, and 35 
days; soybean at 19, 26, and 33; and wheat at 20, 27, 41, 
and 55. The plants in two beakers were harvested at the 
end of each influx experiment to determine the root growth 
parameters. Root length was determined with the method of 
Newman (1966) as modified by Tennant (1975). Root diameter 
and root growth rate was determined as before.
Sulfur-35 was determined by liquid scintillation 
spectrometry.
Data Analysis for the Depletion Experiment
The Michaelis-Menten nutrient uptake model was fit to 
the time-dependent S depletion curves using a nonlinear, 
least-squares curve-fitting program (Parker and van 
Genuchten, 1984).
Phase IV
Barber and Cushman Model
The parameters obtained In the three previous phases 
were put into the Barber and Cushman model, written in 
pascal for the microcomputers by Dr. Kenneth Oates. The 
program printed a plot of C^/Cj^ vs radial distance from 
the root, describing the distribution of S around the 
roots. The predicted S uptake by the plant was given by 
the program.
The observed S uptake in the plant shoots was
correlated with the S uptake predicted by the model. The
\
predicted S uptake for the initial root length is zero.
The amount of S observed in the shoots at this initial 
root length was assumed to be zero and to be part of the 
initial amount in the seeds. This initial amount observed 
at Lq was subtracted from measured S at subsequent harvest 
times. A regression analysis was used to correlate the 
predicted S uptake by the model and the observed S uptake 
by the shoots.
Estimated Total S Uptake bv the Plants
The concentration of S in the roots was assumed to be 
0.5, 1, and 1.5 times the concentration of S in the
shoots, using the dry weight o£ the root, the amount of s 
in the root was estimated. This was added to the amount in 
the shoots to estimate the total S uptake by the plants.
A regression analysis was used to correlate the predicted 
s uptake by the model and the estimated s uptake by the 
plants.
Pooled Values
Linear relationships between predicted S uptake by 
the model and observed S in the shoot were studied for the 
crops grown in the glasshouse. The data was pooled for the 
different soils, assuming there were no interactions.
Fitted Parameters
Parameters for cotton grown on Norwood and soybean 
grown on Mhoon soils without added S were fitted 
(adjusted) to force agreement between predicted and 
measured S uptake. Each parameter was fitted one at a
i
time, leaving all others parameters constant until no 
further improvement in agreement between predicted and 
observed uptake was obtained.
Imax(fit)
The slope of the relationship of the predicted uptake
by the model and the observed S uptake In the shoots was
used to fit I„_„. The Influx parameter was fitted bymax max J
the following relation: Imax/sloPe = Imax(flt)* This 
Imax(fit) was use<* *n tlie mo<3el with all other parameters 
held at previous values.
Influx Rates In Soils
Influx rates were calculated for cotton, soybean, and 
wheat grown on Norwood fertilized soli and for cotton and 
soybean grown on Norwood and Mhoon control soils, 
respectively. The Influx rate of uptake per surface area 
of root was calculated with equation 20 (Warncke and 
Barber, 1974).
in = t(U2 - U1)/(t2-t1)][ln(S2/S1)/(S2-S1)l (20)
where
-2 -1 in = Influx rate, nmol m sec
U = Observed uptake by plants at each sampling
period, nmol
2S = Root surface area, m
t = Time of growth, sec
Statistical Analysis
The statistical package used for statistical analysis 
was SAS PROC glm for variance and regression analyses. The 
data for each parameter were analyzed as a completely 
random design.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Soil Nutrient Supply Parameters
The concentration of S in the soil solution was low 
in the Gallion and Mhoon soils and high in the Norwood 
soil compared to literature values (Golden, 1979, Hue and 
Cope, 1987) (Appendix Table A.l). solution S concentration 
responded more than sorbed S to application of S 
fertilizer. This result suggests that a soil test for 
water soluble s may give better results as an availability 
index than a test for sorbed s. The S pool in solution is 
sensitive to the environment, wet and dry deposition, 
mineralization of organic matter, and other factors. Soil 
solution S concentrations should be measured two or more 
times if deficiencies are suspected.
The buffer power agreed with reported values in the 
literature (Barber, 1984, p. 299) (Appendix Table A.l). 
Buffer power was greater for the unfertilized soils than 
for the fertilizer soils. This response was reported by 
Barber (1984, p. 39) for phosphate. It seems that at high 
concentrations of S, binding sites on soil surfaces become 
saturated, and further addition of the ion maintains a 
greater amount in solution.
Diffusion coefficient of S In soils studied was found
-8 -9 2 -1to be on the order of 10 to 10 cm sec (Appendix
Table A.l). Barber (1984, p. 98) reported values of 10 8
to 10~7 for N032- and 10-8 to 10-11 for H2P04~. Values for
unfertilized soils were used for the fertilized soils,
since S concentration did not affect D (data not shown).
The De for the Mhoon soil was greater than those measured
for the other two soils. This may be due to a higher water
content in this soil. Warncke and Barber (1972b) found
that when soil moisture increased, the for Zn
Increased.
Nutrient Flux Parameters
Influx parameters Km, and Cmln did not change
significantly with time for cotton, soybean, or wheat over
the period studied (Appendix Tables A.2, A.3, and A.4).
This validates assumption nine, assuming the same response
In the soli. Root radius was smaller in plants grown In
solution culture than in plants grown In soils (Appendix
Tables A.5 and A.6). Peterson and Barber (1981) found the
same response. They found that this had an effect on I,nax
for K. However, the effect of root radius on 1,^* for S Is
unknown. Research In this area Is needed. The parameter
I has been shown to be affected by concentration in max
shoots (Claassen and Barber, 1976), age (Edwards and
Barber, 1976), medium of growth (Peterson and Barber,
1981), and starvation time (Drew et al., 1984). Research
Is needed on the effect of root suberlzatlon soils,
apoplastic movement, and the S concentrations In shoots on
the Influx parameters of S.
Since there were no significant differences due to
plant age, the mean lmax. Km, and Cmln was used for the
model (Appendix Tables A.7). The standard errors of these
three variables for wheat were high. The values that had
the lowest standard errors were used. This study found an
-2 -1
rmax o£ 13/ and 21 nmo1 m sec and a Km o£ 29' 35' 
and 46 pM, for cotton, soybean, and wheat, respectively.
The Ijjnaj,, and Cmln values reported by Barber for P (Barber,
1984, p. 216), were similar to those found for S by this
study while Barber's P Km values were 5 to 10 times lower
than those reported here (Table A.7). Phosphorus and S
concentrations In plants are similar (Sedberry et al.
1987).
water Flux
Water flux was on the order of 10 6 cm sec 1
(Appendix Table A.8). This agreed with the values reported 
by Barber (1984, p. 94). Water flux In soybeans was 
greater than that In cotton and wheat. The continuity of 
alr-plant-root-soil system was evident. This can be
observed as an example with the cotton plants grown on the 
Galllon soil. At 39-53 days they were traspiring over 50 
ml o£ water per day. The amount of water lost was greater 
than the total water content in the plant (shoot and root 
fresh weight)(Appendix Tables B.l and b.2). Data for the 
other 8 experiments can be found in the Appendix (Tables 
B.3 to B.18).
Water used was multiplied by the initial S 
concentration in soil solution to estimate the amount of 5 
moved to the root surface (Table 4). The S requirement for 
cotton on the Mhoon soil (control and fertilized) at the 
first sampling time and for wheat on the Mhoon control 
soil were not satisfied by mass flow of S to the root.
This suggested that diffusion was important for s 
availability in plants of this age. For older plants the 
estimated mass flow of s suggested that this was the main 
mechanism for S transport to the roots.
The buffer power of soils low in solution S (Mhoon 
and Gallion) played an important role in supplying s to 
the plants. All the S in solution of the Gallion and Mhoon 
soil (control and fertilized) at the beginning of the 
experiment was not sufficient to supply all the s taken up 
by cotton (Tables 4 and 5). The same response was observed 
on the Gallion control soil for soybeans. Over 50 % (Table 
4) of the s in solution was taken up by cotton on the 
Norwood soil (control and fertilizer treatments) and over
Table 4. Observed S uptake by crops grown in the 
glasshouse and estimated amount o£ S brought to the root- 
surface by water flux on the final and first harvest days 
and % of initial soluble S taken up.
Estimated 
Hg of S 
at the root 
surface/pot
Observed 








Treatment--------- Harvest d a y --------------
mg-S Kg First Last First Last Last
Cotton
Gallion 0 3312 13114 2177 2486 100
24 9185 41441 4075 9253 100
Mhoon 0 817 11535 1709 3192 100
24 2683 37847 2999 14817 100
Norwood 0 3478 40909 2356 9415 91
24 6400 77520 2215 10973 61
Soybean
Gallion 0 2026 25747 832 4262 100
24 6574 85555 1190 4940 71
Mhoon 0 1392 14644 962 2679 85
24 5139 54459 946 4224 39
Norwood 0 6132 57749 725 2901 28
24 8400 101200 899 3335 18
------ Wheat-
Gallion 0 1805 5470 350 896 41
24 3748 20675 326 3250 47
Mhoon 0 269 9707 897 2649 84
24 1357 37814 1213 7818 71
Norwood 0 1327 16199 387 3104 30
24 1280 21200 896 2655 15
* Calculated with equation 19
Table 5. Total amount of soil S at the beginning of the 
experiments In the glasshouse.
S in soil s sorbed
Treatment. solution to the soil
Soil mg-S Kg- --------------- jig pot"-----
Gallion 0 2167 14232
24 6940 28125
Mhoon 0 3145 31061
24 10953 35466
Norwood 0 10337 114531
24 18072 155532
38 % of solution S in the Gallion and Mhoon soils was 
taken up by soybean and wheat. Buffer power played an 
important role in the Norwood soil for cotton (high demand 
for S),
The importance of buffer power in the field should be 
studied. Other sources besides sorbed S could affect the S 
pool in the soil. Since roots penetrate deeper into the 
soil as the growing season progresses, subsoil 
accumulation of S should be taken into account and the 
contribution from a greater soil volume estimated.
Plant Root Surface Parameters
Plants grown in soil had a greater rQ than the ones 
grown in solution. This was also found by Peterson and 
Barber (1981). They reported that the higher root radius 
of plants grown in soil was due to suberization of the 
cells and thinner casparian strip walls. The effect of a 
greater rQ on the influx of S is unknown. Research to 
elucidate the effect of a change in morphology on the S 
influx parameters is needed.
_3Roots were measured assuming a one g cm density. 
Root fresh weight for a 53-day old cotton plant grown on a 
Gallion soil was 8.1 g (Appendix Table B.2). if the root's 
dry weight is subtracted, the amount of water in the 
sample was 7.462 g. This value was used to calculate a new
root- radius (0.027 cm). This value compared well with the 
root radius estimated using root fresh weight (0.028 cm). 
Root radius was estimated for soybean and wheat on the 
last sampling day for the control Mhoon and S fertilized 
Norwood soils (Appendix Tables B.10 and b .18). The radii 
estimated were 0.030 and 0.025 an these estimates compared 
well with the values found using the root fresh weight, 
0.031 and 0.026 cm. The rate of root growth was 10 times 
faster in the solution culture studies (Appendix Tables 
A.5 and A.9) and may also influence the influx parameters. 
Research is needed to evaluate the effect of restriction 
of root growth on the S influx parameters.
Sulfur Uptake
Predicted vs Observed Uptake
Sulfur uptake was overpredicted by the Barber and 
Cushman model by at least five times for cotton and up to 
21 times for wheat (e. g. Figure 1) (Appendix Tables C.l 
to C.9). Linear relationships were significant in all 
experiments, at least at the 0.01 level of probability. 
Sulfur uptake by cotton plants was higher than that by 
soybean and wheat. This is the reason the predicted 
results were more accurate for S uptake by cotton (slope < 
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* 24 mg-S Kg-X
Figure 1.Relationship between predicted S uptake by the 
Barber and Cushman model and observed s uptake on the 
shoots o£ soybean grown on a Norwood soil in a glasshouse.
Table 6. Relationship between predicted s uptake with the 
Barber and Cushman model and observed S in the shoots of 
crops grown on three alluvial soils under glasshouse 
conditions.
Soil S levels s levels r2 Linear
Interactions relationship
UOIk
Gallion NS NS .56** Yt = 7277 + 5 (X)
Mhoon NS * .$7*** Yn = -5586 + 11 (X)
*24= - 858 + 3 (x)
Norwood NS NS .96*** *T = -199 4 + 5 (x)
Gallion * NS .93*** Yn = 3979 + 14 (x)
y!;.* -1566 24 + 17 (x)
Mhoon * NS .96*** Yq = -2141 + 15 (x)
Y"4= -1006 + 13 (X)
Norwood NS NS .97*** Yt = -1127 + 16 (X)
wnc d u
Gallion ** NS . 91*** Yn = 1315 + 21 (x)
y!:.= 12635 24 + 19 (x)
Mhoon ** NS .94** Yn = -3909 + 15 (X)
Yj4= -2686 + 12 (x)
Norwood NS NS .91*** *T = -1238 + 13 (x)
¥rp/ ^0' *24
*, **, and *** 
NS
Predicted uptake pot for experiment, 
control and fertilizer respectively. 
Significant at .05, .01, and .001 levels 
of probability.
Not significant at .05 level of 
probability. _^
Observed S uptake in the shoot pot
fertilized and unfertilized soils were greater in cotton 
2shoots (r > 0.56) than in the other crops. There was a 
significant treatment interaction for cotton grown on the 
Mhoon soil (Table 6). Sulfur uptake was overpredicted 3 
and 11 times with the fertilized and unfertilized soil, 
respectively. Higher S uptake from the fertilized soil by 
cotton on the Mhoon soil improved the fitting of the 
slope.
Predicted S uptake by soybeans correlated better with
observed s uptake than for cotton and wheat. There was no
significant interaction due to treatment between predicted
S uptake by the model and observed S uptake by soybean.
The Gallion was the only soil in which the model
overpredicted S uptake from the fertilized more than from
the control soil. This soil had the worst prediction with
2the soybean crop (r = .93).
There was no significant interaction due to 
treatments for predicted vs observed S uptake by wheat. 
There were significant differences due to treatments for 
the Gallion and Mhoon soils.
The model in two cases was accurate during the first 
week for cotton grown on the Mhoon and Norwood soil. After 
the first week there was very little agreement (Figure 2). 
in the other seven cases the model overpredicted S uptake 
even during the first week. This may suggest that one or 
more of the model parameters was not representative of the
6 0 0 0 0 H














A Observed S uptake control soil ,
B Observed S uptake fertilized soil, 24 mg-S Kg 
C Predicted S uptake control soil ,
D Predicted S uptake fertilized soil, 24 mg-S Kg
Figure 2. Relationship between S uptake (observed in the 
shoots and predicted by the Barber and Cushman model) and 
time for cotton grown on a Mhoon soil in a glasshouse.
true value. The Influx parameters were measured 
Independently of the glasshouse experiment, suggesting 
that one of these parameters could be the reason for 
overprediction by the model.
The model overpredicted S uptake by all crops on all 
soils. The predicted uptake was much higher than the 
observed. The overprediction of the S uptake by the model 
suggested: 1) the model is not applicable to S, 2) there 
is a mechanism that will decrease S uptake and is not 
accounted for by the model (e.g. shut off mechanism that 
decreases the flux of S to the shoots or influx to the 
roots) and 3) one or more parameters of the model were not 
representative of the real value.
Overprediction by the model suggested that a shut off 
mechanism for S uptake could have been operating. Such a 
mechanism would be expected to be more effective at high S 
concentrations in the soils and plants. However, in this 
study, greater overprediction generally occurred in the 
unfertilized soils, suggesting that a shut off mechanism 
may not have been the major reason for overprediction.
Assuming that the shut off mechanism operates at 
maximum in the fertilized soils, the lower overprediction 
in the fertilized soils could be due to apoplastic flux of 
s and higher rate of uptake. If apoplastic flux of s is 
significant it will translocate more s into the shoots in 
the fertilized soils. Sulfur may also accumulate at the
root surface (Figure 3). This may shift the rate of uptake
to a higher mechanism of Michaelis-Menten kinetics. These
theories may explain why the model overpredicted less in
the fertilized soils, even when a possible shut off
mechanism should be working at maximum in these cases.
Although the model overpredicted S uptake by cotton,
the reason for having a lower slope could be: 1) the model
was more applicable to S uptake by cotton, 2) a mechanism
that turns off s uptake is not as evident with cotton as
it is with soybean and wheat when they were grown at S
concentrations of ImM or higher in soils, and 3) the
parameters for cotton were more representative of the real
values at S concentrations of 1 mM or higher.
The model had a better fitting with soybeans and 
2wheat (higher r ), but had better accuracy with cotton
(lower slope). On the average the Norwood soil gave the
2best fit (higher r ) between predicted and observed S 
uptake for all crops. The reason could be that there were 
less differences in S uptake by crops grown on control and 
fertilized Norwood soil. A summary of the relationship 
between predicted and observed S uptake with all data 
pooled is shown in Table 7.
Predicted S Distribution Around the Roots
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Figure 3. Predicted s concentration gradient around a _1 
cotton root (39 days) grown on a fertilized (24 mg-s Kg ) 
Norwood soil in a glasshouse.
r
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Table 7. Simple linear regression coefficients between 
predicted s uptake by the model and observed s uptake In 






*** Significant at .001 level of probability
radial distance from the root axes, but these plots were 
biased because of overprediction of s uptake. Two results 
that may be realistic were those obtained with cotton 
grown on the fertilized Norwood soil and soybeans grown on 
the unfertilized Galllon 3oil. These two cases appear to 
represent true S distribution in the pots (Figures 3 and 
4).
An accumulation zone at the root surface (rQ) was 
found for cotton grown in the Norwood fertilized soil 
(Figure 3).in this case absorption from the soil solution 
at (rQ) was slower than transport of S to the root 
surface.
Water flux moved ions to the root surface faster than 
the soil could replenish the ion to the soil solution; 
this and the fact that Jr at ^=0 are the reasons why a 
relative depletion of S occurred at the outside boundary 
condition (r^) for cotton plants grown in the Norwood soil 
(Figure 3). This S depletion at the outside boundary 
condition (r1) was greater for soybeans grown on the 
Gallion soil (Figure 4) than for cotton on the Norwood 
soil.
The model predicted a depletion zone around the 
soybean roots, in the Gallion control soil (Figure 4). 
Since the total amount of S in solution was 2167 jig and 
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Figure 4. Predicted S concentration gradient around a 




depletion zone around the roots. Buffer power played an 
Important role since the initial mass in solution was not 
sufficient to supply all the S taken by the plant. In this 
case absorption from the solution was faster than 
transport of S to the root.
Estimated Amount of S in Roots
To obtain total estimated uptake (S content in roots 
and shoots), the concentration of S in the roots was 
assumed to be 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 times the concentration of 
S in the shoots and the estimated S amount in the roots 
was added to that of the shoots. Predicted S uptake by the 
model was 3 to 13 times total estimated S uptake by the 
plants. Although accuracy improved somewhat (lower slope), 
B uptake was still overpredicted with all crops on all 
soils even with the estimated amount of S in the roots 
(Table 8).
Fitted Data Analysis
To see if more accurate model predictions could be 
obtained, the various parameter values were adjusted to 
observe their effects on predicted S uptake.
Table 8. Simple linear regression coefficients for 
predicted S uptake by the model vs observed uptake by the 
shoots and estimated S uptake by the plants (roots and 






 b i -
observed observed 
+ 0.5x + 1.5x
observed observed
-cotton-
Gallion yt 5 4 5 4
Mhoon Yo 11 8 10 8Y24 3 3 3 3
Norwood yt 5 4 4 4
-- soyoean -
Gallion Y0 14 12 13 11Y24 17 14 15 13
Mhoon Yn 15 7 7 6Y24 13 10 11 9
Norwood yt 16 12 14 11
— — Wheat----
Gallion Y0 21 14 17 12Y24 19 13 15 11
Mhoon Y0 15 10 12 8Y24 12 9 10 7
Norwood yt 13 8 10 7
YT' V and Y24 Slope of linear relationship of Predicted uptake pot- for experiment, 
control, andfertilizer respectively vs 
observed pot- .
Soli Nutrient Supply Parameters
Lowering Dg by ten times did not affect S uptake.
When buffer power was decreased to a value of one (no 
buffering), there was no effect for the Norwood soil, but 
predicted uptake for the Mhoon soli decreased by 66 % 
(Tables 9 and 10). A value close to one could be expected 
on some soils, but this Is 10 times less than values 
calculated from the data. The reason that changing b 
improved the prediction for the Mhoon soil and not the 
Norwood could be the effect of Buffer power will be
more important for a soli with low S than for one with 
high S. This suggested that in a low S soil, replenishment 
of S as It is removed from solution is more Important than 
in high S soli. This suggested other reasons for 
overprediction by the model.
Lowering Clt by more than 10 times resulted in better 
predictions of S uptake for the Mhoon and Norwood soils. 
However, these new values for solution S were unrealisticr i
for the soils used. The V was lowered by almost a 100o
times for both soils and S was still overpredicted.
Lowering De and VQ did not result in better 
predictions of the data. In the soil with low S, 
decreasing b to a reasonable expected value Improved the 
fitting of the model to the data, but for the high S soil
Table 9. Model parameters and adjusted values needed to 
fit the predicted S uptake with the observed value for the 
shoots of cotton grown on a Norwood control soil in the 




S uptake observed 
by adjusted 
value
De (cm2 sec-1) 1.2 10-8 0.12 10-8 40128 4.3
b 11.12 1.00 40096 4.3
Cli (mM) 1.43 0.10 9536 1.0 **
Vc (cm sec-1) 1.96 10-6 2.0 10-8 39552 4.2
r1 (cm) 0.418 0.100 30976 3.3
rQ (cm) 0.031 0.007 9056 1.0 **
LQ (cm) 86 1 37984 4.0
k (cm sec 1) 1.07 10-3 0.25 10-3 11200 1.2 **
imax <"5S}m sec )
16.2 4.0 9984 1.1 *
Km (MM) 29.2 10000 8320 0.9 **
cmin <»"> 0.165 100 8800 0.9 **
t*** (sec) 8.64 104 4.32 104 10656 1.1 **
Predicted by model 






* Data £ltted and possible value
** Data fitted but values are not realistic
*** Day length over which the model works is 24 hr,
12 hr was assumed for fitting the data.
**** The slope of the relationship between predicted vs
observed was used in the following relationship to
fit (Im=v,f<M =IM V /3lope).max max(fit) max
Table 10. Model parameters and adjusted values needed to 
fit the predicted s uptake with the observed value in the 
shoots of soybean grown on a Mhoon control soil in the 










De (cm2 sec-1) 2.16 10-8 2.16 10~9 30560 11.4
b 9.86 1.00 12320 4.6 **
Cli (mM) 0.29 0.05 7072 2.6 **
VQ (cm sec-1) 2.38 10-6 2.38 10-8 27136 10.1
rx (cm) 0.328 0.100 9440 3.5 **
rQ (cm) 0.028 0.010 12864 4.8 **
Lq (cm) 264 1 28768 10.7
k (cm sec 1) 1.39 10-3 0.14 10~3 6688 2.5 **
> < .
13.1 1.31 3872 1.4 *
Km (JIM) 35.4 1000 11232 4.2 **
CmIn (MM) 0.275 100 7584 2.8 **
t*** (sec) 8.64 104 4 * 4.32 10* 9696 3.6 **
Predicted by model 







* Data £ltted and possible value
** Data fitted but values are not realistic
*** Day length over which the model works is 24 hr,
12 hr was assumed for fitting the data.
**** The slope of the relationship between predicted vs
observed was used in the following relationship to
flt rmax' (Imax(fit)=Imax/slope)'
the data was not fitted. Lowering the buffer power 
decreased the capacity to maintain a higher S 
concentration In solution. Since this concentration was 
higher In the Norwood soli, lowering b would not have the 
effect found with the Mhoon soli. This was verified when 
was lowered for both soils, and the model calculated 
more accurate S uptake values for the Norwood soil.
Adjusting water flux and D0 did not result In an 
Improved fit to the data. Adjusting buffer power did not 
improve the fit to the data for the Norwood soil and the 
adjusted C-^ found to fit the data was unrealistic, other 
parameters were apparently responsible for overprediction 
by the model. It was assumed that was an indication of 
the availability of s and that chemical reactions or 
microbiological interactions did not lower the s available 
to the plant to these adjusted low values.
Plant Root Surface
Increasing root competition (lower r1) resulted in 
better predictions for the Mhoon soli, but not for the 
Norwood. The adjusted value of 0.1 was at least three 
times less than the measured value and could be a possible 
value at higher root densities. Decreasing r^, leaving all 
other values constant, has the effect of decreasing the 
soil mass around the roots (equation 15). This relation
decreased the total amount of soluble S In solution around 
the root axis. A soil with a high concentration of S in 
solution tolerated a higher root competition without 
having an effect on s uptake. For low s soils increasing 
root competition can be reflected in S deficiencies.
Uptake in Norwood soil was not affected by decreasing r ^  
suggesting that other factors caused overprediction by the 
model.
Root radius was lowered to 0.01 cm on the Mhoon soil 
and 0.007 cm on the Norwood. This resulted in a closer 
agreement between predicted and observed values. Since 
reducing rQ decreased the total area for influx of S, 
predicted S uptake by the model decreased and the data was 
fitted. However, the adjusted rQ values were lower than 
expected values, suggesting that rQ was not a logical 
parameter for explaining overprediction by the model. 
Lowering LQ to 1 cm did not result in a better fit to the 
data. Decreasing the rate of growth resulted in a better 
fit to the data. These lower values of rate of growth were 
unrealistic, suggesting that other parameters were the 
reason for overprediction.
Adjusting root length did not produce an improved fit 
to the data. Adjusting the root competition factor 
produced a better prediction of the data for the low S 
soil, but not for the high s soil, suggesting that another 
parameter was the reason for overprediction by the model.
Adjusting root radius and rate o£ root growth resulted in 
better predictions of the data, but the values were 
unrealistic.
Plant Influx Parameters
Decreasing Imax by 4 and 10 times for cotton and
soybean, respectively, resulted in closer agreement
between observed and predicted S uptake, influx values
were measured in solution cultures in the growth chamber.
Peterson and Barber (1981) found that lmax to* K uptake by
soybean changed from solution to sand cultures. Root
radius for plants grown in soil was larger than that for
plants grown in solution in thi3 study. The same response
was found by Peterson and Barber. The effect that this may
have on im=„ for s is unknown. The data were also fitted max
by raising Km and Cmln, but the values were totally 
unrealistic. Increasing Km decreased the affinity for the 
element. As the concentration at the root surface 
approached C  ̂ , influx decreased, and when Cmln is 
reached, influx stops.
Adjusting the Mlchaelis-Menten constant and Cmln 
resulted in an improved fit of the model to the data, but 
the values were unrealistic. Adjusting l__„ resulted inlua X
better predictions of the data for both soils. This 
parameter has been proven to be affected by element
concentration in the shoot (Claassen and Barber, 1976), 
age (Edwards and Barber, 1976), changes in medium of 
growth (Peterson and Barber 1981), and starvation time 
(Drew et al. 1984). Since the effect of S concentration in 
shoots, root radius, and starvation on I for s are 
unknown, lm_„ was suspected to be the reason ofxltoX
overprediction by the model.
Time
Using a twelve hr day length resulted in an improved 
fit of the model to the data. Parameters like V , k, and
were estimated in 24 hr periods, creating a bias whenmax
12 hr day length was used. The model is assumed to be a 
continuous process. More complicated mathematical 
assumptions need to be established to use a 12 hr time. 
However, it is reasonable to suppose that uptake rates 
will vary throughout the day. Claassen and Barber (1974) 
found that K uptake varied during a 24-hr day.
i
Imax(fit)
Using the data was fitted by the model.
This was a mechanistic way of getting an estimated Imax 
value for pots growing in the glasshouse.
Data Fit Summary
Combinations of more than one parameter could improve 
the fitting process, but with the microcomputer version of 
the program it was difficult and time consuming to work 
with up to 12 combinations of parameters. A main frame 
version of this program should be written for use in the 
Agronomy Department at Louisiana state University.
The best procedure was to fit one parameter at a time 
leaving all other parameters constant. A change of one 
parameter affects another. If the rate of root growth 
decreased, root competition decreased also, since the 
system had less root per unit volume. Independence of 
parameters was assumed for the fitted analysis of the 
parameters.
Fitted analysis suggested that ITOax measured in 
solutions was not a representative estimation of the 1 ^  
for the soil system. Other theories were that the model 
was not applicable for S, or that there was a feedback 
mechanism not accounted for in the model that shutdown S 
uptake by plants. The shutdown mechanism has been 
suggested by Jensen and Konlg (1982) and Barber (1984, p. 
301). The model may have to be modified to include this 
unknown mechanism or a better estimation of should be
found. An estimation of I x can be found by introducing a
fitting program for lmax Into the model or by U3ing 
Imax(fit)’
influx Rate for Plants Grown on Soils
Cotton, soybean, and wheat used the lowest 
percentages of the Initial soluble S in the fertilized 
Norwood soil (Table 4). This suggested that s accumulation 
occurred at the root surface of these crops grown in this 
soil (Figure 3). if s accumulation at the root surface 
occurred, the influx rate (in) may be close to l__„. UnderluCl X
these conditions the influx rate (in) calculated by the 
method of Warncke and Barber (1976)(Table 11) may be 
closer to I___„ values. The calculated in values (Table 11)IHaX
for the glasshouse experiment were much lower than the
i values obtained from solution cultures (Table A.7). max
This suggests that Im3V values for S changed from solutionlUOl X
to soil. This was found for Imax for K by Peterson and 
Barber (1981), who worked with sand instead of soil. 
Although the same response was found with this research, 
the direction of the response was different. They found an 
increase in Imax for K in sand. The data from this study 
suggested a decrease in lroax for S in soils. More research 
is needed in this area.
The values of In for cotton grown in the Norwood soil
Table 11. Nutrient uptake rate (In) for three crops grown 
in a glasshouse.
-2 -1Crop -------------- nmol m sec ---








(control) and soybean grown In the Mhoon soli (control) 
were similar to the values for lroax found with the 
Xmax(£it) relationsh*P* (Tables 9, 10, and 11). This 
supports the method of fitting 1^-^.
The decrease In Imax suggested by the data may be due 
to morphological differences in the roots grown in the two 
mediums. Root growth rate was 10 times faster for roots 
grown in solution cultures (Tables A.5 and A.9). Another 
possibility is the difference in root radius, (smaller for 
roots in solution) and the possible effect of this on the 
mechanisms of uptake. Another theory as discussed before 
is the possibility of a mechanism that turns off s uptake. 
The shutdown mechanism has to be working for plants grown 
in both mediums, otherwise higher S levels will be 
observed for plants grown in solutions. Although we did 
not measure S concentrations of plants grown in solutions, 
greater s uptake is not expected, since unreasonably high 
S concentrations are not expected. Then, the possibility 
that a higher occurs for plants grown in solution
cultures, may be due to the effect of the higher rate of 
growth (10 times) for plants in solution cultures than for 
plants in soils. This appears to be the best hypothesis, 
but more research is needed to clarify these questions.
Research Needed
Research is needed to understand the dynamics of S in 
soil solutions. Sources of S from dry and wet deposition, 
mineralization of organic matter, and sorbed S on the soil 
need to be quantified. Leaching studies with soil columns 
may help to elucidate these dynamic relationships. Sulfur 
interaction with microorganisms and other compounds at the 
root surface should be studied to get a better estimate of 
available S at the root surface.
Effects of root morphology, shoot concentration, 
starvation time, water use, and plant age on S influx 
parameters need more research. The possibility of a 
feedback mechanism must be studied. The role of 
photoperiod, transpiration stream, and organic compounds 
on the translocation of s to the shoot in relation to a 
possible feedback mechanism need to be understood.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The Barber and Cushman model was used to study the 
transport of S In three alluvial soils from Louisiana and 
its uptake by cotton, soybean, and wheat. The model was 
used to study the mechanism that governs S transport to 
plants growing on soils and to elucidate the reasons that 
there not a reliable S soli test for S availability In 
soils. The model overpredicted S uptake and a data fitted 
analysis suggested that lmax may be the reason of this 
overprediction.
The main, mechanism for S transport to the roots was 
mass flow. The amount of water used multiplied by the C^. 
In solution supplied almost all needed S (Table 4). 
Diffusion of the ion may be important In the Initial 
growing period and In low S soils (<0.3 mM). The buffer 
power In low S soils plays an Important role, since S in 
solution will be depleted (Table 4).
Mean root radius (rQ) was larger In solution studies 
than In soli. The effect of this response on S uptake 
parameters Is unknown.
A fitted analysis of the parameters and' of the influx 
rate of the crops In the soli suggested that Imax was the 
reason for overprediction of S uptake by the model. Then,
Imax va^ues solution may not be applicable to soil
studies. The suggestion that a higher observed for
plants grown in solution cultures may be due to the effect 
of the higher rate of growth (10 times) for plants in 
solution cultures compared to plants in soils. This 
appears to be the best hypotheses, but more research is 
needed to clarify these questions. The fact of 
overprediction suggested the possibility of a mechanism 
that turns off S uptake. The model may have to be modified 
to include this unknown mechanism or a better estimate of 
should be found. An estimate of can be found byIlia X Ilia X
introducing a fitting program into the model to fit
or by using the Imax fitting procedure used in this study.
The main mechanism of S transport to the root was 
mass flow. The availability of s would be affected by the 
water flux, a property not measured by a soil test. The 
levels of s in soil solution were highly affected by 
application of S fertilizer. The S pool in the soil is 
dynamic and can not be measured by a single soil test. 
These may be the reasons for the lack of reliability of S 
30i1 tests. Sulfur in soil solution should be used as an 
index of availability, but sorbed S in the soil, 
mineralization of organic matter, and dry and wet 
deposition must be estimated. This will help predict the S 
levels in soil solution through the growing season.
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APPENDIX A
MODEL PARAMETERS
Table A.I. Soil nutrient supply parameters used In 
predicting S uptake with the Barber and Cushman model on 
three alluvial soils of Louisiana.
Soil treatment Cli
1. u £ u lliC L C Xm o 
Cs b De
mg-S Kg ^ mM mg Kg ^ --- cm^ sec  ̂10 ®
Gallion 0 0.30 12.6 6.6 0.28
24 0.96 24.9 4.1 a
Mhoon 0 0.29 27.5 9.9 2.16
24 1.01 31.4 3.2 a
Norwood 0 1.43 101.4 11.1 1.20
24 2.50 137.7 8.1 a
a The De of the unfertilized soil was used for the
fertilized soli.
Cll Initial concentration of the element in soil 
solution
C Initial concentration of the element in soil b
Buffer power of the element in soil 
De Effective diffusion coefficient
Table A.2. Influx kinetics for S uptake by cotton grown 
in solution culture.
 Dependent variables---------
Age* SE Km SE C„. SE r
day nffi§¥ MM
m -1 sec
19 17 0.9 20 1.8 .395 0.084 .999
20 11 0.5 12 1.2 .465 0.122 .999
26 38 10.5 75 24.8 .000 0.120 .998
26 12 1.8 28 6.6 .000 0.215 .998
35 9 0.6 18 2.2 .130 0.077 .999
35 11 1.1 23 3.9 .000 0.106 .999
NS NS NS
* Independent variable
NS Not significant at .01 level of probability 
SE Standard error
I Influx maximum
Km Michaelis-Menten kinetics constant
cmin lon concentration were influx (In) = 0
Table A.3. 
in solution
influx kinetics for 
culture.









19 10 0.3 10 0.8 .510 . 0.070 .999
19 11 0.4 4 0.6 .137 0.084 .998
26 13 0.7 13 1.4 .327 0.064 .999
26 25 3.5 49 9.0 .198 0.091 .999
33 8 0.9 46 6.9 .476 0.105 .999
33 12 5.8 90 52.2 .000 0.390 .998
NS NS NS
* Independent variable
NS Not significant at .01 level of probability
SE Standard error
I Influx maximum
Km Michaelis-Menten kinetics constant
Minimum ion concentration were influx (in) = 0mm
Table A.4. 
in solution
influx kinetics for 
culture.








Xjb l a u l c o * 1Hnln SE r2
20 360 1144 488 1664 .409 1.910 .999
20 60 95 75 168 .000 4.545 .998
27 2124 10010 2766 13309 .465 0.981 .998
27 179 162 161 162 .709 0.491 .996
41 103 60 221 141 .000 0.164 .999
41 106 79 208 167 .147 0.227 .996
55 196 55 457 133 .153 0.027 .999
55 21 2 46 6 .102 0.050 .999
NS NS NS
* Independent variable
NS Not significant at .01 level of probability.
SE Standard error
I Influx maximum
Km Michaelis-Menten kinetics constant 
C i Minimum ion concentration were influx (In) = 0
Table A.5. shoot and root parameters of crops grown In 
solution studies.
Age --------------- Root------------
Crop length , radius
days  cm pot ----------
Cotton 20 13278 0.026
Cotton 27 23520 0.025
Cotton 36 32996 0.024
-3 -1cotton root growth rate (k) = 13.97 10 cm sec
Soybean 20 18830 0.023
Soybean 27 29887 0.021
Soybean 34 56771 0.020 
-3 -1soybean root growth rate (k) = 31.36 10 cm sec
Wheat 21 4050 0.020
Wheat 28 6500 0.022
Wheat 42 19600 0.024
Wheat 56 39830 0.026
-3 -1wheat root growth rate (k) = 11.99 10 cm sec
85
Table A.6. Mean root radius of crops grown in the 
glasshouse.
-------------- Crops--------------
Soil Treatment^ Cotton Soybean Wheat
type mg-S Kg --------------- cm-----------------
Gal11on 0 0.028 0.026 0.029
24 0.027 0.027 0.032
Mhoon 0 0.030 0.028 0.026
24 0.031 0.028 0.028
Norwood 0 0.031 0.027 0.024
24 0.031 0.027 0.023
Table A.7. Influx kinetics 
grown in solution culture.
for S uptake by several crops
mean mean mean
I max Km Cmin
Crops nmol m~2 sec-1 pM pM
Cotton 16.2 29.2 0.17
Soybean 13.1 35.4 0.28
Wheat 20.5 46.4 0.10
I Influx maximum
Km Michaelis-Menten kinetics constant
C . Minimum ion concentration were influx (In) = 0 min
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Table A.8. Water uptake flux by crops grown under 
glasshouse conditions.
------------ Crops----------------
treatment Cotton Soybean Wheat
—1 3 —2 —1 -6Soil mg-S Kg -------- cm cm sec 10
Gallion 0 2.19 2.37 0.93
24 2.32 2.32 1.22
Mhoon 0 1.88 2.38 1.66
24 1.83 2.25 1.41
Norwood 0 1.96 2.32 0.96
24 1.96 2.33 0.90
8 8
Table A.9. Root growth rate of different crops grown in 
the glasshouse.
-------------- Species-------------
Soil TreatmenJ Cotton Soybean_g Wheat
type mg-S Kg ------------ cm sec 10 ---------
Gallion 0 0.78 1.20 0.65
24 0.81 1.55 0.66
Mhoon 0 1.46 1.39 1.80
24 1.38 1.65 2.58
Norwood 0 1.07 1.51 1.06
24 1.30 1.47 0.86
89
Table A.10. initial 
glasshouse.










Gallion 0 97 255 127
24 59 202 94
Mhoon 0 127 264 177
24 134 251 175
Norwood 0 88 139 138
24 108 126 84
90
Table A.11. Mean 
glasshouse.










Gallion 0 0.394 0.356 0.596
24 0.390 0.325 0.642
Mhoon 0 0.361 0.328 0.369
24 0.383 0.322 0.437
Norwood 0 0.418 0.397 0.509
24 0.435 0.389 0.446
\
APPENDIX B
EFFECT OF S APPLICATION ON SHOOT AND ROOT PARAMETERS 
OF COTTON, SOYBEAN AND WHEAT 
GROWN ON THREE ALLUVIAL 
SOILS OF LOUISIANA
9 1
Table B.l. Effect of S application on 



















8 0 0.122 3733 15.28 10
24 0.114 3834 13.18 10
27 0 0.600 3683 16.17 345
24 0.638 6393 16.62 299
34 0 0.951 2388 18.45 495
24 0.834 5590 18.26 450
39 0 1.310 1930 21.35 638
24 1.404 2017 20.64 623
46 0 2.078 1209 19.15 995
24 1.963 3066 18.39 969
53 0 3.416 2486 22.76 1366
24 3.568 2596 22.50 1349
Treatments NS *** NS NS
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B.2. Effect of 
parameters grown on a
S application on 
Gallion soil in a
cotton root 
glasshouse.
Age Treatment ...... ....... ---- Root-
Days mg-S Kg Dry
weight
g
length radius competition water
%
8 0 0.022 97 0.036 1.69 5.47
24 0.023 59 0.038 2.17 8.49
27 0 0.155 1334 0.028 0.46 4.73
24 0.148 1304 0.028 0.47 4.61
34 0 0.200 1584 0.027 0.42 5.45
24 0.165 1616 0.025 0.41 5.11
39 0 0.226 1136 0.030 0.49 7.34
24 0.219 1266 0.028 0.47 7.11
46 0 0.443 3314 0.023 0.29 7.89
24 0.414 2884 0.026 0.31 7.00
53 0 0.642 2964 0.030 0.31 7.94
24 0.638 3322 0.028 0.29 7.87
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS Not significant at .05 level of probability
Table B.3. Effect of s application on cotton shoot

















8 0 0.128 2810 11.28 @
24 0.121 4871 11.52 0
15 0 0.417 4104 12.45 88
24 0.385 7879 12.73 83
22 0 0.923 2701 20.08 258
24 0.821 5012 19.90 216
29 0 1.626 1941 16.77 557
24 1.326 5039 19.02 486
34 0 2.438 1319 17.20 952
24 2.517 5292 17.65 864
39 0 4 .063 3192 23.45 1243
24 3.951 3751 22.43 1171
Treatments NS *** NS NS
6 No appreciable amount measured
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability. 
NS No significant differences at .05 level of 
probability.
Table B.4. Effect of S application on cotton root
parameters grown on a Mhoon soil In a glasshouse.
Age Treatment, ----------------- Root-------------------
Days mg-S Kg- Dry length radius competition water
weight ---------- cm-----------  %
9
8 0 0.034 127 0.036 1.480 6.44
24 0.030 134 0.036 1.539 6.06
15 0 0.183 1168 0.030 0.488 5.67
24 0.149 928 0.030 0.552 5.71
22 0 0.301 1466 0.031 0.435 6.72
24 0.259 1474 0.030 0.433 6.36
29 0 0.444 2722 0.029 0.319 6.31
24 0.380 2080 0.030 0.366 6.33
34 0 0.540 2876 0.029 0.311 7.21
24 0.638 3160 0.030 0.297 7.08
39 0 1.117 4434 0.031 0.251 8.25
24 1.042 3952 0.034 0.265 7.46
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS No significant differences at .05 level of 
probability.
Table B.5. Effect of S application on cotton shoot

















8 0 0.149 3282 12.54 @
24 0.146 3750 14.48 @
15 0 0.424 5634 14.31 76
24 0.337 6622 13.62 80
22 0 0.702 3736 19.83 180
24 0.610 6882 18.10 177
29 0 0.930 4036 16.97 365
24 1.176 4393 17.00 409
34 0 1.576 4129 16.37 645
24 1.728 4335 16.63 702
39 0 2.767 3405 22.08 894
24 3.055 3592 22.13 969
Treatments NS NS NS NS
@ No appreciable amount measured
NS No significant differences at .05 level of 
probability.
Table B.6. Effect of S application on cotton root
parameters grown on a Norwood soil in a glasshouse.
Age Treatment. ----------------- Root------------------
Days mg-S Kg Dry length radius competition water
weight ---------- cm-----------  %
9
8 0 0.022 88 0.034 1.780 6.78
24 0.024 108 0.030 1.640 8.52
15 0 0.151 910 0.029 0.561 6.56
24 0.109 616 0.031 0.678 5.95
22 0 0.224 1209 0.031 0.479 6.04
24 0.174 1064 0.032 0.522 5.29
29 0 0.309 1570 0.033 0.421 5.92
24 0.375 2032 0.031 0.369 5.94
34 0 0.511 2430 0.031 0.338 7.01
24 0.586 2566 0.033 0.329 6.87
39 0 0.754 3236 0.030 0.292 8.06
24 0.766 3744 0.029 0.275 7.95
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B.7. Effect of S application on soybean shoot

















8 0 0.105 3864 14.48 10
24 0.101 4381 13.34 10
20 0 0.226 3869 14.39 211
24 0.529 2272 15.37 214
27 0 0.979 1328 16.07 454
24 1.229 1564 16.24 517
34 0 1.877 819 20.31 830
24 2.124 913 20.81 937
39 0 2.756 709 20.76 1290
24 3.349 843 22.22 1438
46 0 4.751 633 22.69 2077
24 5.257 942 23.42 2209
53 0 7.258 583 27.86 2682
24 7.539 655 26.68 2785
Treatments *** NS NS **
*** Significant difference at .001 level of probability 
** Significant differences at .01 level of probability 
NS No significant differences at .05 level of probability
Table B.8. 
parameters
Effect of s 
grown on a
application on soybean root 







length radius competition water
%
8 0 0.030 255 0.029 1.044 4.93
24 0.022 202 0.032 1.177 3.50
20 0 0.132 1088 0.019 0.508 11.55
24 0.163 1088 0.024 0.505 7.98
27 0 0.229 1628 0.025 0.420 7.50
24 0.305 2162 0.026 0.358 6.76
34 0 0.410 2025 0.029 0.370 7.89
24 0.519 2525 0.028 0.331 8.20
39 0 0.454 2778 0.026 0.316 7.82
24 0.560 2926 0.027 0.308 8.45
46 0 0.893 3632 0.027 0.281 10.66
24 1.186 4928 0.027 0.237 10.30
53 0 1.560 5174 0.031 0.240 10,87
24 1.470 6420 0.027 0.208 10.09
Treatments NS * NS NS NS
* Significant differences at the .05 level of 
probability
NS No significant differences at the .05 level of 
probability
Table B.9. Effect 
parameters grown
: of S application on soybean shoot 
on a Mhoon soil in a glasshouse.
water"*01100 v
Age Treatment Dry s water used
Day mg-S Kg weight concentration % ml
g Mg g
8 0 0.103 3649 11.64 e
24 0.110 4057 12.04
15 0 0.425 2298 14.28 150
24 0.436 2165 16.79 159
22 0 0 .880 1183 19.46 390
24 1.094 1608 20.07 416
29 0 2.158 720 18.68 819
24 1.710 1074 19.64 841
34 0 3.099 629 20. 32 1257
24 3.249 985 19.77 1303
39 0 5.301 506 24.94 1578
24 4.731 893 23.49 1685
Treatments NS * NS *
@ No appreciable amount measured 
* Significant at .05 level of probability 




. Effect of 
grown on a
S application on 













8 0 0.028 264 0.030 1.027 3.66
24 0.028 251 0.030 1.060 4.01
15 0 0.144 1304 0.026 0.465 5.08
24 0.157 1191 0.028 0.486 5.26
22 0 0.285 2240 0.025 0.352 6.24
24 0.348 2406 0.026 0.339 6.81
29 0 0.644 3584 0.027 0.278 7.69
24 0.579 3616 0.026 0.279 7.43
34 0 0.765 3916 0.028 0.266 8.14
24 0.784 4228 0.028 0.256 7.64
39 0 1.035 3594 0.031 0.278 9.47
24 1.220 4362 0.032 0.252 8.95
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B. 11. Effect of S application on soybean shoot

















8 0 0.098 4014 13.65 @
24 0.112 4307 13.31 @
15 0 0.339 2125 17.57 134
24 0.369 2500 17.71 105
22 0 0.744 1448 23.11 264
24 0.717 1653 22.43 299
29 0 1.234 1317 19.23 562
24 1.306 1373 19.78 590
34 0 2.179 1988 26.65 944
24 2.222 947 20.73 959
39 0 3.412 850 24.09 1262
24 3.427 974 25.88 1265
Treatments NS NS NS NS
@ No appreciable amount of water measured
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B.12. Effect of 
parameters grown on a
S application on 













8 0 0.023 139 0.023 1.412 9.57
24 0.020 126 0.026 1.507 7.76
15 0 0.118 875 0.022 0.567 8.66
24 0.124 922 0.025 0.548 6.90
22 0 0.233 1108 0.029 0.500 8.06
24 0.210 1141 0.027 0.493 8.21
29 0 0.370 2124 0.027 0.361 7.65
24 0.412 2444 0.027 0.338 7.49
34 0 0.710 2910 0.029 0.309 9.57
24 0.683 2898 0.031 0.311 8.00
39 0 0.925 4540 0.027 0.247 9.24
24 0.925 4300 0.028 0.254 8.79
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS No significant differences at the .05 level of
probability.
Table B.13. Effect of s application on 



















8 0 0.041 3381 27.33 10
24 0.029 3139 22.72 10
27 0 0.158 2199 17.42 188
24 0.118 2731 18.10 122
34 0 0.192 1363 23.18 234
24 0.246 1874 23.78 160
39 0 0.297 1584 20.46 268
24 0.303 1896 21.60 215
46 0 0.517 1336 17.14 441
24 0.703 2305 15.16 433
53 0 0.856 1073 16.73 570
24 1.427 2304 15.09 673
Treatments * * NS NS
* Significant differences at the .05 level of 
probability
NS No significant differences at the .05 level of 
probability
Table B.14. Effect of S application on wheat root
parameters grown on a Gallion soil in a glasshouse.
Age Treatment. ----------------- Root------------------
Days mg-S Kg Dry length radius competition water
weight ---------- cm-------------  %
9
8 0 0.058 127 0.027 1.542 22.87
24 0.013 94 0.025 1.760 7.38
27 0 0.053 436 0.028 0.813 5.48
24 0.061 266 0.033 1.057 7.28
34 0 0.100 459 0.030 0.800 8.19
24 0.110 463 0.030 0.806 8.23
39 0 0.172 966 0.031 0.597 7.26
24 0.165 782 0.031 0.601 7.03
46 0 0.239 1388 0.028 0.456 7.17
24 0.343 1970 0.028 0.376 7.37
53 0 0.526 3100 0.029 0.315 6.54
24 0.687 2722 0.038 0.369 7.40
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B.15. Effect of S application on 




Age Treatment Dry s water used
Day mg-S Kg weight concentration % ml
g H9 9
8 0 0.038 7487 12.95 8
24 0.044 9966 13.15 8
15 0 0.121 7437 13.69 29
24 0.113 10713 13.94 42
22 0 0.354 5087 14.77 142
24 0.385 7608 14.42 143
29 0 0.866 3210 14.92 389
24 0.962 4544 16.37 420
34 0 1.340 1778 15.89 738
24 1.528 4849 13.98 815
39 0 2.147 1234 17.98 1046
24 2.452 3194 16.76 1170
Treatments * *** NS **
@ No appreciable amount measured
*** Significant differences at .001 level of probability
** Significant differences at .01 level of probability
* Significant differences at .05 level of probability
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B.16. Effect of s application on wheat root
parameters grown on a Mhoon soil in a glasshouse.
Age Treatment. -----------  Root------------------
Days mg-S Kg Dry length radius competition water
weight ---------- cm-------------  %
9
8 0 0.013 177 .021 1.253 4.88
24 0.021 175 .023 1.259 7.39
15 0 0.070 744 .023 0.638 6.04
24 0.074 378 .033 0.925 6.93
22 0 0.209 1750 .023 0.399 7.52
24 0.184 1344 .026 0.476 6.64
29 0 0.427 3130 .025 0.308 7.06
24 0.533 3250 .028 0.292 6.83
34 0 0.769 4502 .028 0.248 7.10
24 0.563 2364 .030 0.299 6.39
39 0 1.224 4484 .031 0.250 9.11
24 1.351 8152 .026 0.195 8.87
Treatments NS NS NS NS NS
NS No significant differences at .05 level of
probability
Table B.17. Effect of S application on 



















8 0 0.029 5691 14.11 e
24 0.026 3426 15.74 @
15 0 0.058 6698 13.98 29
24 0.086 10462 15.25 16
22 0 0.110 6895 14.97 63
24 0.143 6669 14.05 50
29 0 0.280 5332 15.70 153
24 0.345 4597 15.74 75
34 0 0.428 4304 17.25 243
24 0.431 5170 16.56 165
39 0 0.802 3873 18.03 354
24 0.754 3551 18.12 265
Treatments NS NS NS ***
@ No appreciable amount measured 
*** Significant differences at the .001 level of 
probability
NS No significant differences at .05 level of 
probability
Table B.18. Effect of S application on wheat root
parameters grown on a Norwood soil in a glasshouse.
Age Treatment. ----------------- Root------------------
Days mg-S Kg Dry length radius competition water
weight ---------- cm-------------  %
9
8 0 0.014 138 0.019 1.423 9.58
24 0.009 84 0.021 1.830 8.17
15 0 0.059 372 0.025 0.864 7.95
24 0.080 870 0.022 0.579 6.75
22 0 0.088 862 0.021 0.568 7.73
24 0.096 1012 0.022 0.530 6.54
29 0 0.192 1586 0.022 0.418 7.82
24 0.200 1696 0.022 0.410 7.76
34 0 0.316 1754 0.027 0.404 8.06
24 0.290 2014 0.025 0.378 7.46
39 0 0.505 3278 0.024 0.291 8.73
24 0.487 2522 0.026 0.333 9.09
Treatments NS NS NS NS *
* Significant differences at .05 level of probability 
NS No significant differences at .05 level of 
probability
APPENDIX C







C.l. Observed S uptake In the shoots of cotton 
on a Galllon soil In the glasshouse at different 
and predicted S uptake by the Barber and Cushman
Age Treatment Observed Predicted
-Days- mg-S Kg -Mg pot ------
8 0 460 0
24 436 0
27 0 2177 8480
24 4075 10080
34 0 2271 15200
24 4638 18400
38 0 2520 21184
24 2953 25920
46 0 2510 31136
24 6027 38560
53 0 2486 42848
24 9253 53664
Treatments *** ***
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability
\
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Table C.2. Observed s uptake In the shoots of cotton 
grown on a Mhoon soil In the glasshouse at different age3 





Observed-------- Predicted pot- ------
8 0 358 0
24 589 0
15 0 1709 2720
24 2999 3264
22 0 2484 9152
24 4138 11488
29 0 3117 18880
24 6469 24576
34 0 3235 27648
24 13273 37184
39 0 3192 37760
24 14817 51424
Treatments *** ***






C.3. Observed S uptake in the shoots of cotton 
on a Norwood soil in the glasshouse at different 
and predicted S uptake by the Barber and Cushman 
•
Age Treatment Observed Predicted
-Days- mg-S Kg ----------- J|g pot ------
8 0 486 0
24 554 0
15 0 2356 2464
24 2215 3008
22 0 2604 8800
24 4170 10784
29 0 3755 18976
24 5135 23296
34 0 6514 28640
24 7383 35136
39 0 9415 40288
24 10973 49376
Treatments NS ***
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability 






C.4. Observed S uptake 
on a Gallion soil In the 
and predicted S uptake by
in the shoots of soybean 
glasshouse at different 
the Barber and Cushman
Age Treatment. observed Predicted
-Days mg-S Kg- “ ■“ “ •"* *■'m, mmm m-M9 pot"-------
8 0 406 0
24 441 0
20 0 832 5152
24 1190 7136
27 0 1254 11456
24 1923 16512
34 0 819 20160
24 1935 29760
39 0 1952 27840
24 2822 41536
46 0 3011 40512
24 4950 61216
53 0 4262 55296
24 4940 84384
Treatments ** ***
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability 
** significantly different at .01 level of probability
f
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Table C.5. observed S 
grown on a Mhoon soil 
and predicted S uptake
uptake In the shoots of soybean 
In the glasshouse at different ages 









8 0 382 0
24 444 0
15 0 962 2560
24 946 3264
22 0 1040 8128
24 1759 10880
29 0 1554 16448
24 1813 22752
34 0 1946 23936
24 3205 34144
39 0 2679 32576
24 4224 46880
Treatments *** ***
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability
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Table C.6. Observed s uptake 
grown on a Norwood soil In a 
and predicted S uptake by the
in the shoots of soybean 
glasshouse at different ages 







8 0 389 0
24 478 0
15 0 725 2496
24 899 2432
22 0 1069 8864
24 1182 8608
29 0 1623 19040
24 1797 18560
34 0 1988 28672
24 2104 28000
39 0 2901 40256
24 3335 39360
Treatments * ***
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability 
* Significantly different at .05 level of probability
\
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Table C.7. observed S uptake In 
on a Galllon soil in a glasshouse 




shoots of wheat grown 
different ages and 
Cushman model.
Age Treatment Observed Predicted
-Days- mg-S Kg~ -ug pot- ------
6 0 137 0
24 90 0
27 0 350 3840
24 326 13216
34 0 248 6528
24 487 23712
39 0 471 8864
24 570 33120
46 0 681 12704
24 1622 48896
53 0 896 17248
24 3250 67712
Treatments *** * # *
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability
Table C.8. Observed S uptake In the shoots of wheat grown
on a Mhoon soil in a glasshouse at different ages and





Observed-------- m Predicted pot ------
8 0 280 0
24 439 0
15 0 897 3264
24 1213 6240
22 0 1809 10688
24 2757 22464
29 0 2648 21792
24 4363 48128
34 0 2343 31776
24 7412 71936
39 0 2649 43360
24 7818 99808
Treatments *** *#*
*** significantly different at .001 level of probability
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Table C.9. Observed S 
on a Norwood soil in a 







shoots of wheat grown 
different ages and 
Cushman model.
Age Treatment Observed Predicted
-Days- mg-S Kg- -Hg pot ------
8 0 166 0
24 87 0
15 0 387 2656
24 896 1952
22 0 758 8992
24 957 6816
29 0 1490 19040
24 1500 14592
34 0 1839 28448
24 2251 21952
39 0 3104 39776
24 2655 30816
Treatments NS ***
*** Significantly different at .001 level of probability
NS Not significantly different at .05 level of
probability
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